
Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
1 G  Buy an island to form a Libertarian community Establishment of  a Libertarian community 
2 G  Work on eliminating the socialist party Elimination the Socialist Party 
3 G  Parity in 2012 Achievement of parity with other major parties by 2012 
4 G  Make legislation fall into Libertarian goals Passage of legislation achieving Libertarian goals 

5 G  

"Build a political party" means creating a permanent 
organizational structure from the municipal level on 
up 

Achievement a permanent Libertarian Party 
organizational structure from the municipal level to the 
national level 

6 G  
We will fail in our mission unless we adapt 
fundamental changes in priorities Adoption of fundamental changes in LP priorities  

7 G  
recognize that we have lost our direction as a political 
party 

Recognition that the LP has lost its direction as a political 
party 

8 G  Nat'l Goals that are set must be based on proven plans Adoption of national goals based on proven plans 

9 G  Clearly define success & goals (measurable) 
Avoidance of any backward motion (e.g., less than 50 
state ballot access) 

10 G  
Never take a backward step such as 50 state ballot 
access so all Americans can vote Libertarian  

Avoidance of any backward motion (e.g., less than 50 
state ballot access) 

11 G  Have fun Having fun 
12 G  Repeal all laws against activities of consenting adults (no proposed change) 
13 G  Grow or Die Constant growth  
14 G  Focus on overcoming the wasted vote syndrome Overcoming the wasted vote syndrome 
15 G  Challenge the cult of the omnipotent state Discrediting the cult of the omnipotent state 

16 G  
Change focus from electing candidates to lobbying 
for/against legislation Successful lobbying for/against legislation  

17 G  
Work to form World Libertarian Party and support of 
Libertarian foreign movements 

Establishment of World Libertarian Party supporting 
foreign libertarian movements 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

18 G  
Create a culture where Libertarian effort and success 
is celebrated rather than derided 

Recognition and celebration of Libertarian efforts and 
successes 

19 G  Don't make enemies of each other Mutual cooperation and respect among Libertarians 

20 G  
Our mission is not complete until Libertarians 
dominate American politics Domination of American politics 

21 G  
Implementation -- have woring groups and special 
interest groups do as much as possible 

Dependence on working groups and special interest 
groups to achieve as much as possible 

22 G  Learn from Sun Tzu about guerrilla tactics Implementation of Sun Tzu guerilla tactics 
23 G  Alaska-style endowment for each state Passage of Alaska-style endowment in every state 

24 G  
Our delegates and officers are too similar in 
background status and personality 

Achieve diversity in background, status, and personality of 
delegates and officers 

25 G  Achieve majority status in every state Majority status in every state 
26 S  defend the "odd ball" for attention Defending the "odd ball" for attention 

27 S  
change focus of membership recruitment from 
ideologues to active community members 

Focusing on recruiting members who are active in their 
communities instead of recruiting ideologues 

28 S  outreach to persecuted alternative health providers Reaching out to alternative health providers 

29 S  
pick issues likes drug war where voters have no where 
else to go 

Picking issues where voters have no alternative political 
party (e.g., drug war)  

30 S  
develop sales strategies aimed at "movers and 
shakers" 

Developing sales strategies that appeal  to "movers and 
shakers"  

31 S  
get more women in the LP even if it means the man 
has to stay home baby sit and do housework Attracting more women to the LP 

32 S  avoid permanent ballot access to avoid AZ 
Avoiding permanent ballot access (to avoid problems such 
as we have had in AZ) 

33 S  encourage the development of  a libertarian school Encouraging the development of a libertarian school 
34 S  emphasize recruitment and retention of activists Emphasizing recruitment and retention of activists 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
35 S  outreach to porn industry Reaching out to the pornography industry 

36 S  
cultivate future candidates by appointment to local 
boards 

Developing future candidates by seeking appointments to 
local boards 

37 S  Matching funds for ballot access purposes Accepting matching funds to be used for ballot access 

38 S  
stop worrying about appearing radical.  Find issues to 
go on the offensive on. 

Going on the offensive and stop worrying about appearing 
radical 

39 S  target outreach minority groups Reaching out to minority groups 

40 S  
develop a national program that can be implemented 
locally to emphasize winning behavior 

Developing a national program that can be implemented 
locally to emphasize winning behavior 

41 S  
presidential candidate to merge resources with 
national office post convention 

Merging resources of the national office and the 
presidential campaign post-convention 

42 S  develop a focus that would appeal to churches Developing a focus that appeals to churches 
43 S  resign ourselves to a long term effort Resigning ourselves to a long-term effort 
44 S  find sympathetic high school students Reaching out to high school students 

45 S  
form alliances with those who agree on single issues 
without disagreeing with issues you do not agree on 

Forming alliances with and accepting those who agree 
with us only a single issue 

46 S  own and run with bill of rights Owning and running with the Bill of Rights 
47 S  make more use the sex issue Emphasizing the sex issue 
48 S  train people to fight bond measures Training people to fight bond measures 
49 S  focus on direction, not destination Focusing on direction not destination 

50 S  
adopt a charity on a national basis and become 
affiliated with it Adopting and affiliating with a charity on a national basis 

51 S  promote issue and referendum process Promoting the referendum process 
52 S  improve relations with Libertarian think tanks Improving relationship with libertarian think tanks 
53 S  adopt a post-nuclear war strategy Adopting a post-nuclear war strategy 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
54 S  pick issues consistent with public opinion Picking issues where our views match public opinion 
55 S  look at practices that made us strong in the 70s Looking at practices that made us strong in the 1970's 
56 S  campaign training earlier in the process Providing campaign training early 

57 S  
do not ally with "third parties" maintain that we are 
the newest major party 

Avoiding alliances with other "third parties" while 
positioning the LP as the newest major party 

58 S  
focus on our mission (don't promote other libertarian 
activities 

Focussing on our mission and not promoting other 
libertarian activities 

59 S  
concentrate on registered Libertarians rather than 
members 

Concentrating on growing the number of registered 
Libertarians than growing membership 

60 S  
concentrate on congressional races rather than 
presidential to demonstrate support 

Concentrating on congressional races rather than the 
presidential race 

61 S  
discourage candidates from running as fusion 
candidates 

Discouraging candidates from running as fusion 
candidates 

62 S  
teach candidates to research voters issues rather than 
ours 

Teaching candidates to research issues that voters -- 
rather than we -- think are important 

63 S  

review policies  to eliminate potential conflict of 
interest within nat'l office, LNC, and National 
candidates 

Reviewing policies to eliminate potential conflicts of 
interest among the national staff, LNC, and national 
candidates 

64 S  think positive in the way we can win in the short term Thinking positively as to how we can win in the short term 
65 S  take over other political entities like the NRA, ACLU Taking over other organizations such as the NRA or ACLU 
66 S  take any federal money we can get Accepting any federal money we can get 

67 S  
emphasize sucession from tyrannical local, state, and 
federal governments 

Emphasizing succession from tyrannical local, state, and 
federal governments 

68 S  
rewrite platform so it is not a liability for local 
candidates 

Rewriting the LP Platform so that it is not a liability for 
local candidates 



Idea # 
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69 S  
remodel the LP to reflect the way government should 
be in a Libertarian society 

Remodeling the LP to reflect how government would 
operate in a libertarian society 

70 S  
volunteer for self-funded committees for action 
project 

Establishing self-funded committees to implement action 
projects 

71 S  promote "caring" libertarians Promoting "caring" libertarians 
72 S  support US term limits Supporting U S term limits 

73 S  
emphasize the financial rather than philosophical 
benefits of liberty 

Emphasizing the financial rather than political benefits of 
liberty 

74 S  target outreach to all minorities Reaching out to all minorities 
75 S  get ballot access in Puerto Rico Gaining ballot access in Puerto Rico 

76 S  
coalition building with other 3rd parties to minimize 
competition among them 

Building a coalition with other third parties to minimize 
competition among them 

77 S  
3-year cycle for party development and 1 year for 
presidential campaign 

Adopting a four year cycle in which the first three years 
focus on party development and the last year on the 
presidential campaign 

78 S  repeal Dallas accord Repealing the "Dallas Accord" 
79 S  reach out to liberals using their rhetoric Reaching out to liberals using their rhetoric 

80 S  
move ballot access responsibilities from national to 
local affiliates 

Placing responsibility for ballot access with affiliates 
rather than national 

81 S  full option voting in all elections Adopting full option voting in all LP elections 
82 S  more workshops for candidate media training Conducting more workshops for candidate media training 
83 S  support local, winnable races Supporting local, winnable races 

84 S  
focus on states where likely to make inroads when 
doing presidential campaign 

Focusing the presidential campaign on states where we 
are most likely to make inroads 

85 S  presidential campaign used to support local campaigns 
Using the presidential campaign to support local 
campaigns 



Idea # 
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86 S  target Latino community with an outreach program Reach out to the Latino community 

87 S  
ID past successful strategies and repeat them over and 
over 

Identify and repeat strategies that have been successful in 
the past 

88 S  
ID states where party dominates and assist LP party in 
that state (if warranted) 

Identify state where one party dominates and assist the 
LP affiliate in that state (if warranted) 

89 S  
end purist pragmatist split by promoting diversity of 
ideas 

Promoting diversity within the LP, thus ending the  
purist/pragmatist split  

90 S  outreach to registered libertarians Reaching out to registered libertarians 

91 S  
require our presidential campaign to live and work 
within a structure the LP decided 

Requiring the LP presidential candidate to operate within 
a structure set by the national LP 

92 S  
expect LP leaders to raise money and contribute 
money Expecting LP leaders to raise and contribute money 

93 S  
promote mutual respect and understanding between 
libertarians and non-libertarians 

Promoting mutual respect and understanding between 
libertarians and non-libertarians 

94 S  develop strategies for running for local office Developing strategies for running for local office 

95 S  
change requirements for state affiliation criteria 
determined by involvement in local politics 

Changing the criteria for state affiliation to include 
involvement in local politics 

96 S  
nat'l to be large runs of glossy outreach material for all 
to use 

Developing and producing large runs of glossy outreach 
materials for all to use 

97 S  
give financial incentive to states to take charge of their 
own ballot access 

Giving financial incentives to statement to achieve ballot 
access on their own 

98 S  spend a year doing nothing but going to the left Spending a year focussing on issues appealing to liberals 

99 S  
encourage state parties to develop their own strategic 
plans 

Encouraging affiliate parties to develop their own 
strategic plans 

100 S  
private action to supplement current government 
functions 

Promoting private action to supplement current 
government functions 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

101 S  
jim lark's five categories, make sure they are 
addressed 

Addressing five categories emphasized by Jim Lark (they 
are:???) 

102 S  
aggressively convert liberal solutions with private 
solutions 

Aggressively converting liberal solutions with private 
solutions (???) 

103 S  advocate immediate runoff voting Advocating instant runoff voting 

104 S  
recognize successful campaign is our best recruiting 
tool 

Recognizing that successful campaigns are our best 
recruiting tool 

105 S  recruit candidates and teams who will work to win Recruiting candidates and teams who will work to win 

106 S  
revise delegate allocation based on density of 
membership 

Revising convention delegate allocation so that it is based 
on membership density 

107 S  improve youth outreach Reaching out to youth more effectively 

108 S  
reach out and learn from single issue organizations 
which agree with us 

Reaching out to and learning from single issue 
organizations that agree with us 

109 S  create a yellow page of libertarian resources Creating a "yellow pages" of libertarian resources 
110 S  recruit more sales and marketing people into the party Recruiting more sales and marketing people into the LP 
111 S  exploit the drug issue, run on drug war, not from it Exploiting and running on the drug war issue 
112 S  attempt to absorb reform party members Absorbing Reform Party members 

113 S  stop requiring states to make recruits sign pledge form 
Ending the requirement that affiliates must make recruits 
sign a pledge form 

114 S  weaker membership pledge such as "I abhor" Weakening the membership pledge 

115 S  
target, recruit and support state rep. candidates based 
on lowest number of voters in the district 

Recruiting and supporting state rep candidates in districts 
with the lowest number of voters 

116 S  45 state ballot access, give up 50 state goal Achieving ballot access in 45 (not 50) states 

117 S  bring presidential campaign in house 
Bringing the presidential campaign into the national 
headquarters 



Idea # 
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118 S  
beware of false dichotomies such as running lots of 
candidates vs. concentrating on a few candidates 

Avoiding false dichotomies such as running lots of 
candidates vs. concentrating on a few candidates 

119 S  don't fix UMP Leaving UMP as it is 

120 S  
by 10-1 ration, allocate to organize LP city, town, 
ward, com. Than LP for federal offices 

Allocating ten times the resources for local organizations 
(city, town, ward, com) than are allocated for federal 
races 

121 S  focus on contest where we are 2nd contestant 
Focusing on elections where there is only one other 
candidate 

122 S  advertise libertarian views in general terms Advertising libertarian views in general terms 
123 S  Quit whining about the platform Accepting the LP Platform and not whining about it 
124 S  make ending the drug war our number 1 issue Making the drug war the LP's top issue 
125 S  ongoing advertising nationally on philosophy Advertising our philosophy on an ongoing basis nationally 
126 S  target Hispanic community Reaching out to the Hispanic community 

127 S  
prioritize having a few good candidates over many 
poor candidates 

Focusing on a few good candidates rather than many poor 
candidates 

128 S  
Recognize that campaigns are a poor way to promote 
libertarian ideas 

Recognizing that campaigns are a poor way to promote 
libertarian ideas 

129 S  aggressive celebrity recruitment and development Recruiting and developing celebrities 
130 S  plan for the very long term Planning for the very long term 

131 S  
local parties should learn how to raise money to fund 
their projects 

Learning how local parties can raise money to fund their 
projects 

132 S  
work to integrate isolated activists into party at state 
level Integrating isolated activists into state parties 

133 S  de-emphasize presidential race emphasize local races 
Emphasizing local races while de-emphasizing the 
presidential race 

134 S  greater emphasis on local and nonpartisan races Increasing emphasis on local and ono-partisan races 



Idea # 
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135 S  recommend change name to the Liberty Party Changing our name to the "Liberty Party" 

136 S  
National should work closely with states to help 
develop their parties National helping state parties develop 

137 S  
Identify a few issues where we are closer to the public 
than the R's and Ds 

Identifying issues where our position is closer to the 
public's position than the D's or R's 

138 S  play more of the state level ??? 
139 S  eliminate concept of membership Eliminating the concept of LP membership 

140 S  revise UMP so 50-50 split goes all the way to the top 
Revising UMP so that 50% all of national revenues from 
members goes to UMP states 

141 S  
organize at the lowest level possible preferably by 
precinct 

Organizing the LP at the lowest level possible -- preferably 
by precinct 

142 S  conversion of existing elected officials Persuading elected non-Libertarians to join the LP 

143 S  
target outreach to those already harmed by 
government Reaching out to those already harmed by government 

144 S  
recurring 4 year planning cycle  - growth -expansion -
preparation -election 

Adopting a recurring four-year planning cycle:  growth - 
expansion - preparation - election 

145 S  create a legal defense fund Creating a legal defense fund 
146 S  fund state initiatives for ballot access reforms Funding state ballot access reform initiatives 

147 S  
keep pledge the same or change it to emphasize 
persuasion 

Maintaining the current pledge or change it to emphasize 
persuasion 

148 S  
recognizing LPN program to send more money back to 
the state? (bad handwriting) Changing UMP to send more money to state affiliates 

149 S  
national development of extremely focused marketing 
to very specific groups 

Developing a national marketing plan targeting very 
specific groups 

150 S  
have libertarian interaction in more positive activities 
in community 

Stressing participation of libertarians in more positive 
community activities 



Idea # 
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151 S  create a nat'l LP philanthropic organization Creating a national LP philanthropic organization 

152 S  
encourage state parties to recruit members rather 
than national recruiting them 

Encouraging affiliates parties to recruit members rather 
than relying on national to do so 

153 S  lib candidate in every race Running a Libertarian candidate in every race 

154 S  
use pres. Camp. & nat'l resources to win ballot access 
in states with lower voter threshold retention rates 

Using the presidential campaign and national resources to 
win ballot access in states with lower threshold retention 
rates 

155 S  
make presidential candidates responsible for their 
own ballot access 

Requiring presidential candidates to be responsible for 
getting on the ballot 

156 S  focus campaign efforts on states with term limits Focusing campaign efforts on states with term limits 

157 S  
start a friends of the LP program to recognize, 
appreciate and encourage our small l friends 

Creating a "Friends of the LP" program to recognize, 
appreciate, and encourage our "small l" friends 

158 S  position ourselves as social conflict resolves Positioning the LP as social conflict resolves 

159 S  
embrace people into the party by eliminating the 
pledge Eliminating the pledge to attract people to the LP 

160 S  endorse instant run off voting Endorsing instant runoff voting 

161 S  replace platform with a simple statement of principles 
Replacing the LP Plat form with a simple statement of 
principles 

162 S  local/state direct mail Using local/state direct mail 

163 S  
decrease LPs emphasis on ending war on drugs and 
choose instead something that has broader appeal 

Focusing on issues with broad appeal while decreasing 
emphasis on issues such as ending the war on drugs 

164 S  Build a radio network Building an LP radio network 

165 S  attract the left by stressing their ideas in liberal terms 
Stressing ideas where we agree with liberals in liberal 
terms 

166 S  concerted effort for Internet dominance Focussing on Internet dominance 
167 S  concentrate running candidates in legislative positions Focussing on running candidates for legislative positions 
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168 S  
strengthen our judicial committee to settle our 
disputes 

Strengthening the ability of the Judicial Committee to 
settle disputes 

169 S  national handle donations for candidates, keep 10% 
Having the national party handle donations for candidates 
for a fee of 10% 

170 S  
avoid Lib candidates being the "spoiler" in certain 
races Avoiding Libertarian candidates being the "spoiler" 

171 S  
don't put socialist democrats into office by being the 
spoiler 

Avoiding election of socialist Democrats because of a 
"spoiler" LIbertarian candidate 

172 S  adopt incrementalism to reach long term goals 
Adopting an incrementalist strategy to reach long term 
goals 

173 S  
replace Archimedes membership growth programs w/ 
ones that create incentives directly to local affiliates 

Adopting a membership growth program that creates 
incentives directly to local affiliates to replace Archimedes 

174 S  
set goal of 1/4-1/3 members running for office like in 
NH 

Striving to run 25% to 33% of LP members for office, as is 
done in NH 

175 S  
Make party palatable to both pro-life and pro-choice 
positions 

Positioning the LP so that it is palatable to both pro-life 
and pro-choice positions 

176 S  deprive democrats and republicans of a majority Depriving both D's and R's of a majority 

177 S  bank of model legislation based on universal issues 
Developing a set of "model legislation" to address 
universal issues 

178 S  stop promoting paper candidates Avoiding paper candidacies 

179 T  
challenge notion that there will never be liberty when 
we retain huge tracts of government land 

Challenging the motion that there will never be liberty 
when we treain huge tracts of government land 

180 T  win some locally first Winning local races first 

181 T  presidential campaign starting now in smallest states 
Starting the presidental campaign in the smallest states in 
the first year of the four year cycle 

182 T  exploit Fentynl shortage Exploiting the Fentynl shortage 
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183 T  
discreetly develop estate planning program for 
bequests Development a program for bequests to the LP 

184 T  recommend Goals  + strategies for elected libertarians 
Recommending goals and strategies to elected 
Libertarians 

185 T  use LP news consciously to communicate our spin Using LP News to consciously communicate the LP's spin 
186 T  its our duty to sign up our relatives Signing up relatives as LP members 
187 T  bring other folks into your conversation Bringing others into our conversations 
188 T  develop traveling support team for states Developing a traveling support team to assist state parties 
189 T  We should take over independence day Promoting Independence Day as an LP holiday 

190 T  
National or state organizations to make articles 
available to other states 

Developing and sharing newsletter and other articles to 
be shared with states 

191 T  reprise Liberty Today Publishing "Liberty Today"  

192 T  
reach future legislators through university political 
science departments 

Reaching out to future legislators through university 
political science departments 

193 T  sponsor a race car Sponsoring a race car 

194 T  
Every individual Lib. Should focus on communications 
skills 

Focusing on communication skill development for all 
Libertarians 

195 T  libertarian contract with America Developing a Libertarian Contract with America 

196 T  
develop a fundraising scheme program targeted at 
corporations Developing fundraising targeting corporations 

197 T  
help people get abandoned government housing back 
to private ownership 

Developing and implementing a plan to move abandoned 
government housing to private ownership 

198 T  target non-voters Reaching out to non-voters 

199 T  
develop a group to restore voting rights for convicted 
felons 

Developing a group to restore voting rights for convicted 
felons 

200 T  ads in high times magazine Advertising in "High Times" magazine 



Idea # 
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201 T  invite other politicians to your meetings Inviting other politicians to Libertarian meetings 

202 T  create measurable goals as part of planning process 
Creating measureable goals as part of the planning 
process 

203 T  Court Silicon Valley executives for money/support 
Reaching out to Silicon Valley executives for money and 
support 

204 T  
create slogans that appeal to individual groups, soccer 
moms, blacks, etc. 

Developing slogans appealing to target groups (e.g., 
soccer moms, blacks, etc.) 

205 T  
20,000 prize for the libertarian who writes the next 
"common sense" 

Developing a contest with a $20,000 prize for the 
libertarian who writes the next "Common Sense" 

206 T  sponsor a WWF wrestler Sponsoring a WWF wrestler 
207 T  encourage poll watching Encouraging poll watching 
208 T  recruit celebrities for Rep. positions Recruiting celebrities to run for legislative positions 
209 T  solicit slogans and jingles from members Soliciting slogans and jingles from members 

210 T  
replace project Archimedes w/ infomercial that asks 
for money 

Developing an infomercial that asks for contributions to 
replace Archimedes 

211 T  Libertarian classified in national magazines Running a Libertarian Party classified ad in magazines (?) 

212 T  
Encourage libertarians to be involved in local 
voluntary community projects like soup kitchens 

Encourging Libertarians to become involved in local 
volunteer community projects (e.g. soup kitchens) 

213 T  regular press releases by federal shadow cabinet 
Issuing regular press releases from a Libertarian federal 
shadow cabinet 

214 T  
ID a congressional district where we have a chance to 
win and work on winning it 

Focussing on one congressional race where we have a 
chance to win 

215 T  National LP prefunded budget w/ segregated accounts 
Adopting a national LP prefunded budget with segregated 
accounts 

216 T  get drew Carey to sign membership pledge Recruiting Drew Carey 
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217 T  
shun candidates who accept matching funds from the 
government 

Shunning Libertarian candidates who accept government 
funding 

218 T  Quit day job and become full time activist 
Encouraging members to quit their jobs to become full 
time activists 

219 T  Raise dues by UMP states Raising dues for UMP states 
220 T  Encourage every Libertarian to join Toastmasters Encouraging every Libertarian to join Toastmasters 
221 T  advocate repeal of 17th amendment Advocating repeal of the 17th Amendment 
222 T  develop issue-oriented e-mail groups Developing issue-oriented email groups 

223 T  hold focus to explore other views w/ other groups 
Conducting focus groups to learn about the view held by 
others 

224 T  
all LP publications should advocate phase out rather 
than blanket elimination 

Using LP publication to advocate phasing out -- rather 
than elimination of -- various government activities 

225 T  eliminate the pledge requirement 
Eliminating signing the pledge as a membership 
requirement 

226 T  send voter outreach teams out with rock bands Using voter outreach teams accompanied by rock bands 
227 T  know your neighbors and I'd them libertarians ??? 
228 T  establish college scholarship programs Establishing college scholarship programs 
229 T  encourage local participation and volunteerism Encouraging local participation and volunteerism 

230 T  pursue trademark infringement on our trademark 
Pursuing trademarks and protecting them from 
infringement 

231 T  
Hire Noah St. Jones to teach a course entitled 
permission to succeed 

Hiring Noah St. Jones to teach a course entitled 
"Permission to Succeed" 

232 T  
focus on getting our candidates in the national high 
school debate program 

Focusing on getting LP candidates in the national high 
school debate program 

233 T  
National office should influence national media to 
report real news Encourging the national media to report real news 
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234 T  
emphasize that you are free to form private self-
regulating communities 

Emphasize the right to form private, self-regulating 
communities 

235 T  
please don't be so depressing, not everything is a life 
or death situation ??? 

236 T  
lobby your congress member to legalize industrial 
hemp Lobbying Congress to legalize industrial hemp 

237 T  devise minimum standards for local LP involvement Setting minimum standards for local LP involvement 
238 T  encourage retirement age folks to join the LP Reaching out to those of retirement age 

239 T  
Hire a poet to introduce symbols and themes to sell 
our message 

Employing a poet to develop symbols and themes to sell 
our message 

240 T  include other parties on state mailings Sending state mailing to other political parties 

241 T  
renewal letters stress state as well as national 
membership 

Stressing both state and national membership in renewal 
letters 

242 T  
Encourage states to have a program to put a piece of 
literature in the hands of every high school student 

Encouraging affiliates to develop a problem to place one 
piece of LP literature in the hands of every high school 
student 

243 T  promote proportional representation Promoting proportional representation 
244 T  be more involved in state legislative process Participating more in the state legislative process 
245 T  increase funding for project Archimedes Increasing funding for Archimedes 

246 T  
stop giving away the mailing list for free -- support "L" 
libertarians 

Providing the mailing list only for a fee for non-
Libertarians (???) 

247 T  training how to lobby for improved ballot access laws 
Training activist how to lobby (e.g., for improved ballot 
access laws) 

248 T  Women of the LP calendar Developing a "Women of the LP" calendar 

249 T  monkey wrench political process whenever possible 
Throwing a monkey wrench into the political process 
whenever possible 
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250 T  
public sympathy award to persons persecuted by 
government 

Developing a public sympathy award for persons 
persecuted by government 

251 T  
encourage local parties to get involved in community 
service projects 

Encouraing local parties to get involved in community 
service projects 

252 T  Buy one hour on UPN during the convention 
Purchasing network television time to air our national 
convention (e.g., one hour on UPN) 

253 T  blackmail candidates into our position in tight races 
Blackmailing other candidates to support our positions in 
tight races 

254 T  
give state rewards for promoting and selling 
subscriptions to LP news 

Rewarding affiliate parties for promoting and selling 
subscriptions to LP News 

255 T  convince art bell to do more for the LP Recruiting Art Bell to do more for the LP 

256 T  
wider presidential distribution of literature to get in 
local hands at no cost 

Distributing presidential campaign literature free of 
charge to get in it local hands for wider distribution 

257 T  measure local activities Measuring local activities 
258 T  Avoid a system of pledged delegates for president Avoiding a system of pledged presidential delegates 
259 T  help immigrants get started Developing a program to help immigrants get started 

260 T  focus on getting government out of education 
Focussing on ending government involvement in 
education 

261 T  
put libertarian material in hands of high school 
students Distributing LP literature to high school students 

262 T  Hire an IT director for LPHQ 
Hiring and information technology director at the national 
party headquarters 

263 T  get a wealthy VP candidate like Koch 
Recruiting a wealthy vice-presidential candidate (i.e., 
Koch) 

264 T  ongoing TV ads showing victims of the drug war Advertising victims of the drug war on an ongoing basis 
265 T  push decentralized electoral college Advocating a decentralized electoral college 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
266 T  use more publicity events Developing more publicity events 
267 T  Bottle our own beer Developing an LP beer 

268 T  
encourage local and state meetings to include national 
libertarians 

Encourging attendance of national party leaders at state 
and local LP meetings 

269 T  banners ads and Internet promotions 
Developing and implementing Internet banner ads and 
other Internet promotions 

270 T  
recruit registered Reforms to become registered 
Libertarians 

Recruiting registered Reform Party members to become 
registered Libertarians 

271 T  Encourage your local libertarian activists Encourging local activists 
272 T  raise money by selling recreational drugs Fundraising by selling recreational drugs 

273 T  
Stipend for travel to conventions for state chairs and 
LNC members 

Establishing a travel stipend for (national?) convention 
travel for state chairs and LNC members 

274 T  change bylaws to have 4 year terms for LNC members 
Changing LP Bylaws to establish a four-year term for LNC 
members 

275 T  elect Libertarian omnibudsman Electing a Libertarian omnibudsman 

276 T  
allow the membership to vote on party matters via the 
Internet 

Changing LP Bylaws to allow the membership to vote on 
party matters via the Internet 

277 T  Develop process for removing certain Libertarians Developing a process for removing LP members 

278 T  Establish a system of pledged presidential delegates 
Changing LP Bylaws to establish a system of pledged 
presidential delegates 

279 T  encourage activists to develop a killer instinct Encouraging activists to develop a killer instinct 
280 T  Purchase a radio station Purchaasing a radio station 

281 T  Nat'l LP should fund state ballot access lobbying 
Developing a program for national funding of state ballot 
access lobbying 

282 T  Get a balloon in the Macy's day parade 
Advertising with a balloon in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day 
parade 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
283 T  employ term "gentle politics" in our literature Using the term "gentle politics" in LP literature 

284 T  
continue seeking out successes in our 50 state 
laboratories Seeking out successess in our 50 state laboratories 

285 T  state parties able to endorse/cross party candidate Allowing affiliates to endorse candidates of other parties 

286 T  
get a celebrity with a winning attitude to run for 
president  

Recruiting a celebrity with a winning attitude to run for 
president 

287 T  make mission statement tighter Adopting a tighter mission statement 
288 T  Streamline platform Adopting a streamlined platform 

289 T  

grassroots information and support such as an archive 
of (short) info. resources and/or go to individuals who 
answer questions  

Developing grassroots information and support such as an 
archive of (short) info. resources and/or go to individuals 
who answer questions  

290 T  multilevel implementation teams Using multilevel implementation teams 
291 T  Create an official liaison with homeschoolers Creating an official liaison with homeschoolers 

292 T  
start a nationwide billboard campaign to publicize our 
symbol 

Advertising with a nationwide billboard campaign to 
publicize our symbol 

293 T  
streamline program, more explanations to white 
papers and background briefings for candidates 

Adopting a streamlined LP Program, more explanations to 
white papers and background briefings for candidates 

294 T  
more focus on nonpartisan race for the purpose of 
resume building 

Focusing more on nonpartisan races for the purpose of 
resume building 

295 T  All LP web sites should have "All politics is local"  
Including the phrase "all politics is local" on all LP web 
sites 

296 T  
create an accountability structure for presidential 
campaigns 

Creating an accountability structure for presidential 
campaigns 

297 T  
Advocate the dispersal of all government land to the 
poor 

Advocating the dispersal of all government land to the 
poor 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

298 T  7 year plan devised by our elected officials (LNC) 
Adopting a 7 year plan for the LNC devised by our elected 
officials 

299 T  promote your own rock band Promoting your own rock band 

300 T  admit every candidate drives some voters away 
Acknowledging that every candidate drives some voters 
away 

301 T  full-time team of Libertarians to do ballot access 
Developing a full-time team of Libertarians to do ballot 
access 

302 T  
classifications for student and family members, put 
lifetime memberships in trusts 

Adopting membership classifications for students and 
family members, put life memberships in trusts 

303 T  
teach this SPT process as part of Libertarian 
acculturation 

Teaching this SPT process as part of Libertarian 
acculturation 

304 T  

Figure out ways to have the energy members devote 
to posting destructive on the Internet redirected 
toward positive outlets 

Developing ways to have the energy members devote to 
posting destructive on the Internet redirected toward 
positive outlets 

305 T  LNC web cast streaming video Developing a national LP web casts streaming video 

306 T  

to attract people, seminars on libertarianism about 
personal benefit, wealth benefit, communication and 
conflict resolution 

Developing seminars on libertarianism about personal 
benefit, wealth benefit, communication and conflict 
resolution to attract people 

307 T  
ask new members to leave outreach material, public, 
bumper sticker on car 

Asking new members to leave outreach material, public, 
bumper sticker on car 

308 T  Blimp Advertising on a blimp 

309 T  

slate cards (multi-candidates) billboard, issue phone 
banks and other methods of Ds and R's we can readily 
adopt 

Adoptiing slate cards (multi-candidates), billboards, issue 
phone banks, and other methods of Ds and R's we can 
readily adopt 

310 T  
encourage the strategic planning process for the state 
and local affiliates 

Encouraging the strategic planning process for the state 
and local affiliates 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

311 T  
Don't try to force candidates to run the way you want 
them to run 

Allowing candidates to run the way they want to run 
instead of trying to force them to run the way you want 
them to run 

312 T  Develop a privacy bill of rights for the Internet age Developing a privacy bill of rights for the Internet age 

313 T  
Have nat'l convention April 15-17 ranging through tax 
day and columbine 

Scheduling nat'l convention April 15-17 ranging through 
tax day and columbine 

314 T  
CA's Operation Breakthrough funded aggressively 
nationwide 

Implementing CA's Operation Breakthrough funded 
aggressively nationwide 

315 T  
LP needs a catchy theme song such as the Bodine's 
"closer to free" 

Adopting a catchy LP theme song such as the Bodine's 
"closer to free" 

316 T  
stop claiming that certain celebrities are Libertarians 
when they are not 

Avoiding claims that certain celebrities are Libertarians 
when they are not 

317 T  call up the media for more creative debates ??? 
318 T  Booths on the national Mall in DC Establishing booths on the national mall in DC 

319 T  
Target smokers by free-market solution to smoking 
bans 

Recruiting smokers by free-market solution to smoking 
bans 

320 T  
stop spending huge $ on projects like getting Harry 
Browne on the ballot in AZ 

Avoiding spending huge $ on projects like getting Harry 
Browne on the ballot in AZ 

321 T  Take matching funds just for ballot access Accepting matching funds just for ballot access 

322 T  
stress nonintervention and military cuts before a 
nuclear war 

Stressing nonintervention and military cuts before a 
nuclear war 

323 T  oppose SDI Opposing SDI 
324 T  test prospect mailings from elected libertarians Testing prospecting mailings from elected Libertarians 

325 T  

Polling to determine our level of name/issue 
recognition. Answer the questions as to whether our 
stances hurt/help 

Polling to determine our level of name/issue recognition 
to answer questions as to whether our stances hurt or 
help 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

326 T  
encourage Libertarians to attend local government 
meetings 

Encouraging Libertarians to attend local government 
meetings 

327 T  "proper" ballot access lawsuit Initiating '"proper" ballot access lawsuit 
328 T  support Bill of Rights day Supporting Bill of Rights day 

329 T  

Produce AOL like ready to use CD's packed with 
generic radio ads, TV ads, LP info. as info packet/for 
candidates 

Producing AOL-like ready-to-use CD's packed with generic 
radio ads, TV ads, LP info. as info packet/for candidates 

330 T  Network with movers and shakers in your community Networking with movers and shakers in your community 
331 T  aggressively promote universal education tax credits Promoting universal education tax credits 
332 T  "freedom forums: in public libraries Conducting "freedom forums" in public libraries 
333 T  celebrity endorsements in TV ads Recruiting celebrities for TV ad endorsements 

334 T  
avoid addressing problems with either/or, best 
solutions are integrational solutions 

Avoiding addressing problems with either/or, the best 
solutions are integrational solutions 

335 T  syndicate to buy newspaper + TV Develop a syndicate to but a newspaper, TV station 

336 T  
create a class of membership that would not require 
dues, but volunteer time instead 

Creating a class of LP membership that would not require 
dues, but would require volunteer time instead 

337 T  
replace the statement of principles w/ the 2nd 
Amendment  

Replacing the Statement of Principles with the Second 
Amendment 

338 T  

Take matching funds and give it all back to the public, 
get candidate arrested for giving money back to the 
public 

Accepting matching funds and giving it all back to the 
public, get candidate arrested for giving money back to 
the public 

339 T  
Train activists in nonviolent protests to support our 
issues and campaigns 

Training activists in nonviolent protests to support our 
issues and campaigns 

340 T  Study what the Costa Rican Libertarians are doing Studying what the Costa Rican Libertarians are doing 
341 T  outreach around Atlas Shrugged movie Develop outreach based on the movie "Atlas Shrugged" 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

342 T  
direct mail outreach to people in jail for consensual 
crimes 

Reaching out by direct mail to people in jail for consensual 
crimes 

343 T  mass e-mail advert. Promotion Using mass email for advertising and promotion 
344 T  essay contest for HS students Developing an essay contest for high school students 
345 T  yellow pages of LP Lawyers Publishing a yellow pages for LP lawyers 

346 T  
use e-mail and web to clear up misconceptions about 
LP 

Using email and the Internet to clear up misconceptions 
about the LP 

347 T  encourage public access TV programming 
Encouraing members/affiliates to use public access TV 
programming 

348 T  
first $25 of a campaign contribution to be used for a 
membership 

Crediting the first $25 of a campaign contribution toward 
one's national LP membership 

349 T  form LP PAC like Emily's list Developing an LP PAC like Emily's list 
350 T  Start an Internet radio show/network Developing an Internet radio show/network 

351 T  
Regular TV presence in the form of brief commercials 
so people know how to contact us 

Advertising regularly on television in the form of brief 
commericials so people know how to contact us 

352 T  
train Libertarians to be on local boards and 
commissions 

Training Libertarians to be on local boards and 
commissions 

353 T  campaign consultant team Developing a campaign consultant team 
354 T  encourage Libertarian access programming Encouraging Libertarian public access programming 

355 T  weekly spoken reply to presidents radio address 
Producing a weekly spoken reply to the president's 
national radio address 

356 T  
newspaper for registered NPA's with stories on 
management and finances ??? 

357 T  produce ad slicks for state parties Developing ad slicks for use by affiliate parties 

358 T  
prepare a LP response to the state of the Union 
address 

Producing an LP response to the State of the Union 
address 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
359 T  Lib rock group from within party Developing an LP rock group from within the party 
360 T  develop a directory of talent and resources Developing a directory of talent and resources 
361 T  support placing Libertarian literature in Libraries Encouring placement of Libertarian literature in libraries 

362 T  

Develop ways to make it easier for local affiliates to 
work together and build alliances with local grassroots 
organizations 

Developing ways to make it easier for local affiliates to 
work together and build alliances with local grassroots 
organizations 

363 T  establish annual Libertarian retreat Developing an annual Libertarian retreat 
364 T  develop a brochure targeting high school students Developing a brochure targeting high school students 

365 T  
teach candidate and campaign managers how to win 
elections 

Teaching candidatess and campaign managers how to win 
elections 

366 T  be on the spot for media during crisis periods 
Being immediately available to the media during crisis 
periods 

367 T  work with sovereign nations on pot issue Working with sovereign nationals on pot issue 
368 T  add more internal education on philosophy Developing expanded internal eduction on philosophy 

369 T  world class negotiator for AZ 
Employing a world-class negotiator to resolve matters in 
AZ 

370 T  
outreach to black newspapers on issues like racial 
profiling 

Reaching out to black newspapers on issues like racial 
profiling 

371 T  Do not lobby for easier ballot-access, make us hardier 
Avoiding lobbying for easier ballot access, tough laws 
make us hardier 

372 T  
Develop easy to understand translations of confusing 
laws and theories 

Developing easy to understand translations of confusing 
laws and theories 

373 T  Nominate Neil Boortz for president Nominating Neil Boortz for president 
374 T  outreach to MBA graduates Reaching out to MBA graduates 
375 T  Purchase a college campus that is for sale in Iowa Purchasing a college campus -- one is available in Iowa 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

376 T  
Make sure LP phone numbers are in phone books 
nationwide 

Assuring that LP phone numbers are in phone books 
nationwide 

377 T  
hire a professional PR firm to improve LPs public 
image 

Employing a professional public relations firm to improve 
the LP's public image 

378 T  use network infomercial to promote party 
Advertising with a network infomercial to promote the 
party 

379 T  checkbook for LP of NC, write big check Providing substantial funding to the LP of NC 

380 T  
partner with MTV rock the vote in next election for 
publicity 

Working with MTV's "Rock the Vote" in the next election 
to gain publicity 

381 T  Ask Bill Gates for 50 million 
Approaching potential large donors -- such as Bill Gates -- 
for very large donations 

382 T  trinkets and stuff of value in membership packets 
Distributing trinkets and stuff of value in LP membership 
packets 

383 T  help Neal Boortz get wider distribution 
Promoting wider syndication of Neil Boortz' radio 
program 

384 T  
run commercials at major theatrical release of 
libertarian movies Advertising in movie theatres showing libertarian movies 

385 T  
relabel as #1 alternative party rather than 3rd largest 
party 

Positioning the LP as the #1 alternative party rather than 
the largest third party 

386 T  devote 50% of LP News to support our volunteers Devoting 50% of LP News to support our volunteers 

387 T  
call other minor parties the 4th parties, we are the 
third party 

Positioning the LP as the only third party with other minor 
parties called fourth parties 

388 T  
develop point papers on how to write letters to the 
editor 

Developing training materials on how to write letters to 
the editor 

389 T  
out source rewrite of Nat'l Platform to "Information 
Mapping, Inc." 

Employing an outside firm to rewrite the LP Platform -- 
e.g., Information Mapping, Inc. 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
390 T  develop more outreach tools Developing more outreach tools 
391 T  coach candidates to stick to the issues in their race Training candidates to stick to the issues in their race 

392 T  
Publicize the successes of our libertarians in public 
office] 

Publicizing the successes of libertarians serving in public 
office 

393 T  
revise UMP to revenue share to local  + state 
organizations 

Changing UMP to share revenue with both local and state 
organizations 

394 T  define funding responsibilities Defining funding responsibilities 

395 T  
take your local newspaper editor to lunch and pay for 
it 

Encouraging members to take their local newspaper 
editor to lunch and pay for it. 

396 T  move LNC out of Washington, DC 
Relocating LP national headquarters out of Washington, 
DC 

397 T  implement a better complaint system from members 
Developing a better system for handling member 
complaints 

398 T  
letter size poster material similar to that of the 
Chicago LP in electronic format 

Developing letter-size poster materials similar to those of 
the Chicago LP, distributed in electronic format 

399 T  consistent metrics for comparisons of Lib. Groups 
Developing consistent metrics for comparing libertarian 
groups 

400 T  
promote statement of principle by placing it back on 
the back of the membership card 

Promoting the LP Statement of Principles by placing it on 
the back of LP membership cards 

401 T  libertarian cable show Developing a libertarian cable television program 

402 T  
scholarships to campaign courses for candidate/office 
holders 

Establishing scholarships for attending campaign training 
for candidates and office holders 

403 T  make planning meetings an annual event Scheduling annual planning meetings 
404 T  separately elect VP ??? 

405 T  
pain free exchange of major donor lists between state 
and national 

Developing a pain-free means for the national party and 
its affiliates to exchange major donor lists 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

406 T  
provide a standardized set of tools & forms via the 
Internet 

Developing a standardized set of tools and forms available 
on the Internet 

407 T  
printing/mailing service for local newsletters and 
fundraising letters 

Developing a printing and mailing service for local 
newsletters and fundraising letters 

408 T  standards for financial reporting Adopting standards for financial reporting 
409 T  more web-based training for activists Developing more web-based training for activists 
410 T  libertarian businesses -- referral/contributions ??? 

411 T  Replace the million dollar bill with something fresh 
Developing a replacement for the million dollar bill -- 
something fresher 

412 T  
encourage creation of state and local LP speakers 
bureau 

Encouraging creation of state and local LP speakers 
bureaux 

413 T  
pound the slogan, "property rights, personal freedom, 
Libertarian 

Stressing the slogan:  "Property right, personal freedom, 
Libertarian" 

414 T  intranet bulletin board for 24/7 communication 
Developing an intranet bulletin board for 24/7 
communication 

415 T  purchase voter lists, distribute to locals 
Developing a program where national purchases voter 
lists and distributes them to affiliates 

416 T  Amend bylaws to clarify for members and public 
Amending the LP Bylaws to clarify them for members and 
the public 

417 T  give copies of our records to Library archives Developing a program to have libraries archive LP records 

418 T  provide materials that multiplies state and local efforts 
Developing materials which multiply state and local 
efforts 

419 T  
create campaign finance disclosure software 
downloadable from the Internet 

Developing campaign finance disclosure software 
downloadable from the Internet 

420 T  accessible training for activists Developing accessible training for activists 
421 T  encourage LP staff to make field trips Encouraging national LP staff to make field trips 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
422 T  camera ready ads for HS yearbooks Developing camera ready ads for high school yearbooks 

423 T  
develop resources on how to produce a newsletter w/ 
how to run a state convention 

Developing resources on how to produce a newsletter 
and how to run a state convention 

424 T  
every state to have their own area or section of LP 
News 

Providing each affiliate party its own area or sectionin LP 
News 

425 T  
out source as much as possible that does not require 
political activism 

Employing outside services as much as possible for 
activities that do not require political activism 

426 T  assess + evaluate having national office in DC 
Assessing and evaluating whether the LP national 
headquarters should be in DC 

427 T  run as republican or democrat Encouraging members to run as a Republican or Democrat 

428 T  formal chart of who does what 
Developing a formal organizational chart indicating what 
individuals perform what functions 

429 T  out source caging and fulfillment 
Employing outside services for caging and fulfullment at 
the national LP 

430 T  lobby state legislators Lobbying state legislators 

431 T  
individually and as groups, integrate libertarians into 
the community 

Integrating libertarians into the community -- individually 
and as groups 

432 T  
eliminate at Large LNC reps and replace with regional 
reps 

Amending the LP ByLaws to replace At-Large reps with 
additional regional reps 

433 T  figure how states can share news articles 
Developing an effective means for affiliates to share news 
articles 

434 T  document history of LP for new members 
Developing a document describing the history of the LP 
for new members 

435 T  totally revamp outreach literature Developing totally revamped outreach literature 

436 T  
Make FAQ and answer sheets available for Internet 
downloading 

Developing FAQ and answer sheets which are available on 
the Internet for downloading 



Idea # 
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ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

437 T  
change control of the national newspaper to be less 
biased ??? 

438 T  www.lp.org should have member only page Developing a members-only page on www.lp.org 
439 T  Create a centralized database Developing a centralized database 
440 T  take adverts in economy of scale in division of labor ??? 

441 T  out source outreach materials development 
Employing an outside service to develop outreach 
materials 

442 T  have states define what they can do for candidates 
Developing of definition of what each affiliate can do for 
candidates -- (to be done by affilaites) 

443 T  
track projects that need to be done so activists can be 
involved right away 

Developing a project tracking capability showing what 
needs to be done so that activists can be involved right 
away 

444 T  
adopt instant run-off voting for LNC positions to 
eliminate multiple votes 

Amending the LP ByLaws to adopt instant run-off voting 
for LNC positions to eliminate multiple votes 

445 T  get rid of UMP Ending UMP 

446 T  
national convention voting should be done earlier to 
promote inclusiveness 

Amending the LP ByLaws so that   voting at national 
conventions is done earlier to promote inclusiveness 

447 T  a staff from employee status to contractual status 
Changing LP national staff from employee status to 
contractor status 

448 T  term limits for LNC 
Amending the LP ByLaws to create term limits for LNC 
members and officers 

449 T  create a book of Libertarian jokes Developing a book of libertarian jokes 

450 T  
develop a program to recognize outstanding 
candidates and volunteers 

Developing a program to recognize outstanding 
candidates and volunteers 

451 T  report accounts quarterly in LP News 
Publishing the national LP's financial statement quarterly 
in LP News 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
452 T  create member only section of www.lp.org Developing a members-only section on www.lp.org 

453 T  
LPHQ to make a franchise manual for  state activists 
and update it semiannually 

Developing a "franchise manual" for state activists which 
is updated semiannually 

454 T  more people to folk ideas ??? 
455 T  appoint and support county chairs everywhere Appointing and supporting county chairs everywhere 

456 T  
in our bylaws establish duties for our regional reps and 
other positions 

Amending the LP ByLaws to establish specific duties for 
regional reps and other positions 

457 T  
LNC meetings live via Internet with non-binding votes 
telling reps what members think 

Broadcasting LNC meetings live via the Internet with non-
binding votes telling report what members think 

458 T  videotape a library of our wisdom Developing a videotape library of our wisdom 
459 T  crash space for students in DC Providing "crash space" for students in DC 

460 T  
Have clearinghouse for candidate to fill out their 
questionnaire 

Developing a clearhouse to assist candidates in filling out 
candidate questionnaires 

461 T  convert LP News to a magazine format Converting LP News to a magazine format 

462 T  
all decisions should be documented via 
majority/minority reports for votes at convention ??? 

463 T  graphic/precinct database of activists Developing a graphical precinct database of activists 
464 T  volunteer national chair Continuing the use of a volunteer National Chair 

465 T  
we have no written history for new members to learn 
from and evaluate past projects 

Developing a written history to educate new members 
and to evalute past projects 

466 T  
use same "defend your privacy" idea for other bad 
bills, laws, and regulations 

Developing projects like "Defend Your Privacy" related to 
other bad bills, laws, and regulations 

467 T  Lib. Action alert system Developing a Libertarian Action Alert System 
468 T  LP action alert system Developing a Libertarian Action Alert System 

469 T  
allow our presidential candidate to choose their own 
VP 

Amending the LP ByLaws to allow presidential candidates 
to select their own VP running mate 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
470 T  spending wisely on advertising and media Spending wisely on advertising and media 
471 T  publish speakers directory Publishing a speakers directory 

472 T  
prefund special projects off budget not subject to 
reserve and in segregated accounts 

Adopting a policy of prefunding special projects -- off-
budget, not subject to reserve requirements, and in 
segregated accounts 

473 T  develop intra regional cooperation Developing intra-regional cooperation 
474 T  resolve AZ issue prior to next election Resolving the AZ issue prior to the next election 

475 T  
national membership DB system to be sent to each 
state 

Developing the national membership database system so 
that it can be sent to each state 

476 T  advertise on semi-trucks Advertising on semi trucks 

477 T  
presidential candidate to get as many states as 
possible during campaign 

Encouraging the presidential candidate to travel to as 
many states as possible during the campaign 

478 T  
amend platform to advocate that there is no legal 
income tax ala Schiff 

Amending the LP Platform to advocate that there is no 
legal income tax -- ala Schiff 

479 T  create designer LP clothe line Creating a designer LP clothing line 

480 T  direct contact with people "get out of the ivory tower" 
Encouraging direct contact with people to "get out of the 
ivory tower" 

481 T  create large acknowledgment format I.e a mountain ??? 

482 T  
create a designer line of LP fashion including boxers 
and thong bikinis 

Creating a designer line of LP fashions including boxers 
and thong bikinis 

483 T  
strengthen the pledge by adding the phrase "or fraud" 
after force 

Amending the LP pledge by adding the phrase "or fraud" 
after force -- to strengthen it 

484 T  PAC for ballot access Establishing a PAC for ballot access 
485 T  encourage Libertarians to work for legislators Encouraging Libertarians to work for legislators 
486 T  use phrase victim disarmament Using the phrase "victim disarmament" 



Idea # 
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487 T  in depth surveys and focus groups of non-voters 
Conducting in depth surveys and focus groups of non-
voters 

488 T  candidates should not volunteer unpopular ideas 
Encouraging candidates not to voluntarily discuss 
unpopular ideas 

489 T  
ideas suggested should work locally before moving 
nationally 

Testing of suggested ideas locally to make sure they work 
before trying them nationally 

490 T  
chasing after celebrity candidates can make us Bush 
league Avoiding chasing after celebrity candidates 

491 T  
focus on training activists and candidates about how 
to be good activists and candidates 

Focussing on training activists and candidates how to be 
good activists and candidates 

492 T  
make generic forms and brochures available  over the 
Internet 

Developing generic forms and brochures and making 
them available on the Internet 

493 T  
workshop on legislative lobbying skills @ next nat'l 
conference 

Conducting a workshop on legislative lobbying skill at the 
next national conference 

494 T  track how/why members joined and report to states 
Implementing tracking of how and why members join the 
LP, reporting the results to affilaites 

495 T  share your state newsletter with other states Sharing state newsletters with other affiliates 

496 T  
staff support for local organizations too small to have 
their own staff 

Providing staff support for local organizations too small to 
have their own staff 

497 T  act professionally and we will rise Implementing professionalism 
498 T  Kinko's national account Establishing a national account with Kinko's 

499 T  
send promising campaign management to 7 day 
Leadership Institute crash course 

Sending promising campaign managers to a seven-day 
Leadership Institute crash course 

500 T  clarify role of LP News Clarifying the role of LP News 

501 T  evening overflow sessions at nat'l convention 
Developing evening overflow sessions at the LP national 
convention 



Idea # 
Categ
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502 T  improve process of rewards for volunteers Developing an improved process for rewarding volunteers 

503 T  
change travel subsidies to partial like 50=50 to cover 
only long distances 

Changing LP travel subsidies to a partial payment (e.g., 50-
50) to cover only long distances 

504 T  
opposition research about  rs + Ds serving bureaucrats 
instead of people 

Developing opposition research documenting how D's and 
R's serve bureaucrats not the people 

505 T  shadow government as integrated marketing team 
Developing a shadow government as an integrated 
marketing team 

506 T  
run against judges + magistrates who are on the ballot 
for retention 

Encouraging members to run against judges and 
magistrates who are on the ballot for retention 

507 T  
actively recruit green party members by showing only 
libertarians will help the environment 

Recruiting Green Party members by showing only 
Libertarians will help the environment 

508 T  get members from environmental organizations Recruiting members from environmental organizations 
509 T  facilitate cross border cooperation Facilitating cross border cooperation 

510 T  
hire assistant political director charged with 
membership based growth 

Employing an assistance political director charged with 
membership growth 

511 T  
encourage libertarians to become newspaper 
reporters Encouraging libertarians to become newspaper reporters 

512 T  push LP news subscriptions to get out ideas 
Promoting LP News subscriptions as a means to 
communicate our ideas 

513 T  work more with LP in other countries Working more with the LP in other countries 
514 T  solicit PAC support for our campaign Soliciting PAC support for libertarian campaigns 

515 T  issue advocacy speakers identified with the LP 
Developing a list of issue advocacy speakers who are 
identified with the LP 

516 T  look into database marketing techniques Exploring database marketing techniques 
517 T  plant spies in the republican caucus Planting splies in the Republican caucus 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

518 T  
sponsor a national Libertarian high school essay 
contest 

Sponsoring a national Libertarian high school essay 
contest 

519 T  contest for play writing Establish a contest for play writing 

520 T  work on staff of major parties for experience 
Encourage working on staff of major parties to gain 
experience 

521 T  
become the party of compassion by supporting 
medical marijuana patients 

Positioning the LP as the party of compassion by 
supporting medical marijuana patients 

522 T  
realistic assessments of stuff not working at national 
level 

Developing realistic assessments of stuff not working at 
the national level 

523 T  allow staff to recruit presidential candidates 
Adopting a policy which permits LP staff to recruit 
presidential candidates 

524 T  working relationship w/ like minded organizations 
Developing working relationships with like-minded 
organizations 

525 T  
run rather than wait to dive into dialog about 
children's rights (be proactive) Stressing children's rights 

526 T  
Libertarian P. spokesman to represent LP in public 
mind ??? 

527 T  
can congress of 435 members run a nation of 280 
million? ??? 

528 T  abolish the word "statist" from our vocabulary Avoiding the use of the word "statist" 
529 T  just say no to campaign finance reform  Opposing campaign finance reform 
530 T  Purchase ad space on John Stossel specials Advertising on John Stossel specials 

531 T  
focus on industrial hemp rather than recreational 
hemp 

Focussing on industrial hemp rather than recreational 
hemp 

532 T  
have your senator or rep. introduce a bill to repeal the 
16th amendment 

Lobbying with senators or representatives to introduce a 
bill to repeal the 16th Amendment 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

533 T  
LP card like ACLU "bust card" connect LP to Bill of 
Rights 

Developing an LP card -- like the ACLU "bust card" -- 
connecting the LP to the BIll of Rights 

534 T  
war on drugs is a war on people, use stop the war 
rather than stop the war on drugs ??? 

535 T  
establish a program to recognize members who bring 
in nonmembers 

Establishing a program to recognize members who recruit 
new members ? 

536 T  
actively recruit weak candidates to run in the other 
parties Recruting weak candidates to run for other parties 

537 T  more 2nd amendment sisters ??? 

538 T  
develop endowment to ensure long term fiscal health 
of party 

Developing an endowment to ensure the long term 
financial health of the party 

539 T  
paint the vision of the beauty of freedom rather than 
the ugliness of statism 

Positioning the LP by painting the vision of the beauty of 
freedom rather than the ugliness of statism 

540 T  buy a blimp like Goodyear Purchasing a blimp 
541 T  put LP advert. On a race car Advertising on race cars 
542 T  Internet animated pop-up ads Developing animated Internet pup-up ads 
543 T  celebrity ballot access tours Developing celebrity ballot access tours 
544 T  leftist orientated Project Archimedes Developing a left-oriented Project Archimedes 

545 T  
If you disapprove of the way some libertarians are 
running a project, do not actively work to sabotage it 

Avoiding working to sabatoge activist efforts if you 
disapprove of the way some libertarians are running and 
project 

546 T  link between war on drugs and corporate welfare 
Promoting the link between the war on drugs and 
corporate welfare 

547 T  prospect on web w/ eye to successful sites like Drudge 
Developing Internet prospecting with an eye to successful 
sites like Drudge 

548 T  sell political services to other parties Selling political services to other parties 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
549 T  be guest speakers at meetings of other organizations Speaking at a guest at meeting of other organizations 

550 T  write and produce Libertarian movies and TV shows 
Producing and writing libertarian movies and television 
shows 

551 T  support instant run-off voting at the state LP level Supporting instant run-off voting at the affiliate level 
552 T  Christmas gift memberships Developing LP memberships as a Christmas gift  

553 T  
Quit scaring people away by excessive use of the 
mailing list 

Limiting excessive use of the LP mailing list to avoid 
scaring people away 

554 T  lead by example Leading by example 

555 T  
national LP teach states how to have a coffee with 
their legislators 

Training activists how to have a coffee for their state 
legislators 

556 T  
target colleges and universities that create the most 
.com workers 

Focusing efforts on colleges and universities that create 
the most ".com" workers 

557 T  
create a book of 432 Libertarian names for your child 
or pet 

Developing a book of 432 LIbertarian names for your child 
or pet 

558 T  
move national convention to before memorial day 
weekend 

Scheduling the LP national convention before Memorial 
Day weekend 

559 T  internship for HS and college students 
Developing an internship program for high school and 
college students 

560 T  

dedicated auto budget as I Florida with SPT for each 
budget area to monitor closer and improve 
suggestions ??? 

561 T  
video archive of proceedings for use by local and state 
LP 

Developing a video archive of proceedings (of what?) for 
use by local and state LP 

562 T  lock Starchild in the closet when cameras are running  

563 T  annual award for best state newsletter 
Establishing an annual award for the best affiliate 
newsletter 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
564 T  "membership chair to take charge of this ??? 

565 T  operations management course for state officers 
Developing operations management training for affiliate 
party officers 

566 T  put LP News on the web if revenue goes up Publishing LP News on the Internet, if revenue goes up 
567 T  find ways to reduce libertarian litigation Developing ways to reduce libertarian litigation 

568 T  
get numeric goals for number of office holders rather 
than # of candidates 

Establishing goals for the number of office holders rather 
than the number of candidates 

569 T  "Action needed" suggestion program ??? 
570 T  recommended reading list for new members Developing a recomended reading list for new members 

571 T  
use IRV within local party organizations to introduce 
concept ??? 

572 T  
better prepare attendees at national convention for 
national wide TV coverage 

Preparing national convention attendees for exposure on 
nationwide television 

573 T  
national to out source function to state and local 
organizations on a pair basis ??? 

574 T  
have national track volunteer hours at all levels and 
reward 

Developing a program to have the national party track 
volunteer hours at all levels of the LP and reward 
volunteers 

575 T  
contact non-renewing members and find out why not 
+ share the info. 

Developing a program to contact non-renewing members 
and find out why they did not renew -- and share the 
resulting information 

576 T  delegates should watch Life of Brian ??? 

577 T  
give thanks to the National LP, esp. the database 
manager ??? 

578 T  out source literature/sell ISIL brochures 
Employing an outside service to develop LP Literature / 
sell ISIL brochures 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

579 T  develop a contract between national and state affiliate 
Developing a contract between the national party and its 
affiliates 

580 T  
national office should out source customer service and 
DB service to free up office space at HQ 

Employing an outside service to handle database and 
customer service matters, freeing up office space at LP 
headquarters 

581 T  make a generic radio spot available to everyone 
Developing and make available a generic LP radio 
advertisement 

582 T  
have monthly public office holder profiles in LP news, 
instead of book reviews or unscientific polls 

Publishing public office holder profiles in each issue of LP 
News instead of book reviews or unscientific polls 

583 T  
in planning don't rely on a presidential campaign to 
bring in new members and prospects 

Avoiding reliance on the presidential campaign to bring in 
new members and prospects 

584 T  web pages for city/town activism Developing Internet web pages for city or town activism 
585 T  abolish UMP Abolishing UMP 

586 T  have national LP buy issue related campaign signs 
Providing issue-related campaign signs free of charge 
(national) 

587 T  help local state affiliates use the DB Assisting local and state affiliates in using the LP database 
588 T  hire full time staff for nat'l director on down ??? 

589 T  direct marketing presentation for home meetings 
Developing a direct marketing presentation intended for 
home meetings 

590 T  
nonviolent civil disobedience and direct action against 
government and business alliances 

Promoting nonviolent civil disobedience and direct action 
against government and business alliances 

591 T  concept regulation of drugs rather than legalization 
Positioning the LP as supporting regulation of drugs rather 
than legalization 

592 T  

do not compare the LP to United Way or other 
membership organizations in evaluating membership 
retention rates 

Avoding comparison to other non-profit or membership 
organizations in evaluating membership retention rates 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 

593 T  pro-life/pro-choice not a government decision 
Stressing that the pro-life/pro-choice issue should not be 
a government decision 

594 T  be more sensitive to voters environmental concerns 
Promoting increased sensitivity to voter's environmental 
concerns 

595 T  advertise on radio works radio network Advertising on radio works radio network 
596 T  stick to time limits at our national conventions Adhering to time limits at the national convention 
597 T  develop class plans for high school Developing class plans for high school (?) 

598 T  more stories in LP news about local office holders 
Publishing more stories in LP News aobut local office 
holders 

599 T  pay local groups for training manual ??? 

600 T  
state rep. meeting to determine state vs. national 
responsibilities ??? 

601 T  stop whining about platform ??? 

602 T  

tightly integrate presidential campaign w/ the national 
party to the point of merging databases, including 
contribution history, as was done in 1992 

Integrating the presidential campaign tightly with the 
national party to the point of merging databases, 
including contribution history as was done in 1992. 

603 T  project based model for national budget 
Adopting a  project-based model for the national party 
budget 

604 T  give starchild a 5 minute slot at the next convention ??? 
605 T  hold a party for local elected members Holding a party for elected local Libertarians 

606 T  
prevent nonmembers from nominating presidential 
candidates 

Preventing non-members from nominating the LP 
presidential candidate 

607 T  process for removing bad members Developing a process for removing bad members 

608 T  
downloadable templates for fundraising letters and 
announcements 

Developing downloadable templates for fundraising 
letters and announcements 

609 X  challenge and reevaluate our basic assumptions Challenging and reevaluating basic assumptions 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
610 X  Include everyone in the decision making process Including everyone in the decision making process 
611 X  Pride in our past and faith in our future Promoting pride in our past and faith in our future 

612 X  participatory, egalitarian , non-hierarchial processes 
Adopting participatory, egalitarian, non-hierarchical 
processes 

613 X  Get rid of the purity police Eliminating the purity police (?) 

614 X  Fund projects with reasonable chance of success 
Focusing on funding projects with a reasonable chance of 
success 

615 X  

Strategic planning team to spend more time to find 
out why Gale Norton is not still a Libertarian Party 
member Exploring why Gale Norton is not still an LP member 

616 X  

Recognize that since LP founding, approx. same 
number of partisan victories @ top of state tickets as 
have been at the nat'l level ??? 

617 X  
Stop short changing ourselves, we are the best 
organized 3rd party 

Avoiding shortchanging the LP, we are the best organized 
third party 

618 X  

Prevent local members from deep philosophical 
arguments and concentrate on more productive 
dialogs 

Promoting focussing on productive dialogs instead of 
deep philosophical arguments 

619 X  
Avoid discouraging/destructive activity, avoid the 
words 'instead of' 

Avoiding discouraging/destructive activity -- avoid the 
words "instead of" 

620 X  Call for a constitutional convention Promoting a US Constitutional convention 

621 X  

Recognize that there are no purity police, only 
pragmatists that are upset that purists aren't towing 
their line ??? 

622 X  
Avoid factionalism + behave professionally -- Nat'l LP 
should be role models 

Avoiding factionalism, behave professionally, National LP 
should be a role model 



Idea # 
Categ

ory  Original Statement of Idea Proposed Restatement of Idea 
623 X  pay more attention to party elections Focussing more attention on LP internal elections 
624 X  ID unsuccessful practices and avoid them Identifying unsuccessful practices and avoiding them 

625 X  
Courtesy and teamwork are a part of image and 
message 

Promoting the notion that courtesy and teamwork are a 
part of image and message 

626 X  We'll win when we accept that we can win ??? 

627 X  Realize that every issue is life or death for someone 
Promoting the notion that every issue is a "life or death" 
issue for someone 

628 X  Move to Costa Rica ??? 

629 X  
Most ideas produce some good results; focus on 
efforts that get us the best results 

Focussing on effortsd which produce the best results, 
recognizing that most ideas produce some good results 

630 X  Make Every new member feel welcome Making every new member feel welcome 
631 X  Send "Ms Manners" book to newsgroup posters ??? 
632 X  Recruit Al Gore <facilitator self-censors> 
633 X  Send donations to Tad Jones (?) Gov. for Montana ??? 
634 X  Discuss local government issues Discussing local government issues 
635 X  Explain that the pledge is the Libertarian Golden Rule Explaining that the pledge is the Libertarian Golden Rule 

636 X  
Make Positive contributions.  Don't attack your fellow 
Libertarians 

Making positive contributions and avoiding attacking 
fellow Libertarians 

637 X  
Understand zero group of leaders will win this war 
alone 

Understanding that no group of leader will win this war 
alone 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


